actively participating in fandom activities while also doing academic research on fandom, as opposed to those fans who may work as academics but do not do scholarship on fandom or those academics who do research in fan studies but do not identify as a fan. Aca-fans are, I argue, the best placed for knowing the scope of fan scholarly discourses and acknowledging the value of such work.
The processes known as remixing and remodeling can be applied to any number of types of text, in multiple media, for any number of audiences and purposes; my focus in this chapter is the necessity of drawing on fan productions that do critical race work in the context of a gap in fan studies. One reason for using fan productions is that work created by the members of the community often deals with topics that have not yet appeared in the academic scholarship. A historical example of how fans addressed topics not found in academic scholarship is the extent to which feminist fans in science fiction fandom were active years before academic scholarship on feminism and science fiction appeared. Monographs by Helen Merrick and Justine Larbalestier show how feminist work by women fans and male allies on gender, sexuality, and feminism in science fiction was part of the public discourses of fandom, appearing in letter columns of professional magazines and fanzines, and in convention programming before the first scholarship appeared in academic publications. WisCon (the only feminist science fiction convention) began in 1977; the earliest academic scholarship (defined as that written by professional academics and printed in peer-reviewed journals and scholarly monographs) began appearing in the 1980s (for example, Marleen Barr's Future Females in 1981 , Natalie Rosinsky's Feminist Figures in 1984 . Larbalestier and Merrick's work emphasizes the interlaced and interactive nature of feminist practices in science fiction fandom, analyzing both science fiction texts and fandom practices. However, the academic feminist work published in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia focuses primarily on science fiction texts through the lens of gender analysis, focusing on work done by white women in these English speaking cultures.
